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Imbalanced datasets have been a unique challenge for machine learning, requiring 
specialized approaches to correctly classify the minority class. Financial fraud detection 
involves using highly imbalanced datasets with a class imbalance of up to .01% frauds to 
99.99% regular transactions. It is essential to identify all frauds in financial fraud 
detection, even if some classifications' precision is low. I developed a random forest 
assembly that separates fraudulent transactions into tiers of precision. With this 
approach, 96% of fraudulent transactions are identified, showing an 8% increase in recall 
when compared to standard approaches. 59% of fraud classifications' precision increases 
by 10% up to 98% by optimizing several random forests on different fitness functions. 
These models are then combined to act as a sieve with increasing tolerance for low 
precision classifications. The effectiveness of random forest for financial fraud detection 
is also improved through feature extraction techniques. Random forest is weak at 
detecting patterns between interdepended features. This problem is address through 
unsupervised feature extraction. I will demonstrate a new random forest architecture 
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According to the Nilson Report, credit card fraud offers an important challenge to 
machine learning, with 31 billion dollars being lost each year [1]. Due to the number of 
transactions being processed each day, we must have robust machine learning algorithms 
to identify fraud. Financial fraud detection can be difficult due to the class imbalance of 
financial fraud data algorithm must not be biased by the majority class. The random forest 
has been shown to be effective at dealing with a class imbalance in [3]. Other methods, 
such as naive bays and logical regression, perform well with financial fraud detection. It 
has been demonstrated that random forest outperforms these other financial fraud 
classification methods in [2].  
Random forest is a supervised learning technique created by Leo Breiman [9]. A 
random forest can be optimized to produce a wide range of results. Traditional fraud 
detection models are optimized to maximize both precision and recall using an F-score or 
ROC curve. This approach allows for most fraud to be caught and for the model to have 
high precision. The precision stratified random forest assembly seeks to identify fraud 




random forest models under different fitness functions, it was possible to classify 8% 
more fraud with no drop in precision.  
 The random forest algorithm can struggle with understanding patterns between 
interdependent features. Random forest makes separation linearly, allowing the random 
forest algorithm to make many separations, ultimately creating an accurate classification 
quickly. Linear separation can be problematic when a pattern only can be seen by looking 
at the relationship between multiple features. A new architecture PCA-imbedded random 
forest was made to address this problem. Feature construction can help improve the 
model's accuracy, but an automated approach would be helpful.  
The PCA-embedded random forest automates the feature construction process by 
allowing each tree to have several unique features containing information from multiple 
features. PCA-embedded random forest increased the f-score of the model by 1% of the 
original random forest implementation. PCA-embedded random forest consistently 
provided high precision models with a tradeoff in the recall, which can be beneficial in 









Chapter II  
Related Work 
Financial Fraud detection has been studied by many researchers over the past 25 
years. Early studies in financial fraud such as [4] utilized Naive Bayes and the CART 
algorithm. CART is a decision tree classifier created in 1984, first published in [5]; an 
optimized version of the CART algorithm is used to create a decision tree when creating 
the random forest used in this paper. In [4], these algorithms tested against a balanced 
fraud dataset and produced 80% true positive rates. Early studies were often limited by 
the computation power requiring the use of efficient algorithms. The results of [4] 
demonstrated the potential strength of decision trees for classifying financial fraud. 
Neural networks were used in financial fraud detection, starting in the late '90s. 
One of the early studies using neural networks compared Bayesian networks with neural 
networks [6]. In [6], imbalanced data created a problem due to the bias imbalanced data 
makes. The study resulted in finding that Bayesian produced better results. This trend has 
continued to be observed in [7] a survey of different classification techniques for financial 
fraud was conducted. This study found that neural networks were outperformed by most 
other approaches, including random forests, support vector machines, logistical 




to help neural networks deal with class imbalance. The improvement is promising but 
does not seem to be effective at the imbalance levels found in financial fraud datasets. 
Bhattacharyya, S [11] performed a study comparing regression, random forest, 
naive Bayes, and support vector machines for financial fraud detection. The study 
resulted in regression reaching the highest performance with a fraud detection rate of 
.999971. Random forest was the second best with a fraud detection rate of .999969. 
These two approaches out preformed Naive Bayes and support vector machines by a 
relatively large margin .003. These comparisons were useful in selecting which algorithm 
to use in creating an assembly model for fraud detection.  
Chao, C [12] explored how to improve random forest performance when applied 
to imbalanced datasets. This study investigated the effects of weighted random forests 
(WRF) and balanced random forests (BRF) to improves classification accuracy. It was 
found that WRF and BRF outperformed other approaches for handling class imbalance 
and producing similar results. Utilizing BRF and WRF resulted in a 3.2% increase in 
performance, making these approaches useful when using imbalanced datasets.  BRF was 
shown to be faster than WRF when applied to large datasets and proved useful in this 
study.  
Svante Wold [13] was among the first to use principal component analysis (PCA) 
in computer science. In an unsupervised manner, PCA's goal is to extract information from 
a group of features and store it into new orthogonal variables. Through doing so, 




PCA is widely used to perform feature reduction due to its ability to maintain information 
from the features it is reducing. PCA will be utilized in this study to allow linear separations 
to make classifications based on information from multiple features. 
Campus, K [15] performed a study in 2018 comparing decision trees, random 
forest, support vector machines, and logical regression. This study is of interest due to 
how recently it was conducted. The dataset used had a similar class imbalance to the 
dataset used in this study at .173% frauds. The results were provided using accuracy, 
specificity, and precision, with the random forest being the more effective model at 98.6% 
accuracy. Random forest was similar in precision and several percent better at the 
specificity. 
Abbasi, A [15] performed a study using meta-learning to carry over past models' 
knowledge to increase future models' performance. Meta-learning was a useful approach 
in financial fraud due to the ever-changing nature of financial fraud. Meta-learning was 
done by collecting the bias from many models and apply the correct bias to incoming 
data. Apply past bias to the future problems was done through stack generalization. Stack 
generalization utilizes a wide range of machine learning classifiers and seeks to extract 
each classifier's best parts. Stacking is an assembling method for machine learning that 
uses the knowledge gained from many iterations to assess each model's value within the 
assembly. The authors were able to significantly improve their model's performance using 
six years of sequential data from various sources. This study outlined the potential value 




Liu, C [17] Utilized the random forest algorithm to determine if a company had 
committed financial fraud. Their feature set was created through the construction 
features based on endemic knowledge of financial fraud. This indicator included a 
company's current assets ratios, past asset ratios, and more. For their model to perform 
well, constructed features had to be valuable, and feature created noise needed to be 
removed. It was found that their performance was at its peak when using the top 8 out 
of 30 features. This feature distribution shows that even if the random forest is good at 
handling noisy features, including bad features, it hurts performance. This information 
proved useful in deciding how many PCA features to include in the RF-PCA.  
PCA was used in [18] to classify financial fraud without the need for endemic 
knowledge. PCA was used for outlier detection condensing information from multiple 
features to find the largest outliers. This approach is like what will be done in the creation 
of RF-PCA. PCA has been used for unsupervised feature construction in  [19], which 
utilized PCA to extract meaningful information from an extensive feature set. This 
approach demonstrates PCA's ability to preserve valuable information from multiple 
features. In [20], PCA was used as a statistical analysis tool to detect financial fraud, 
validating PCA features' independence. Independence between PCA features is important 
for RF-PCA because low correlation forests produce better results. PCA was shown to 
effectively extract information in small features sets in [20] valuable features were 
extracted from only 11 original features. The features set used in this study is small and 







 3.1) THE RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM 
This chapter will discuss how random forest makes classifications better understand 
how it can be optimized to improve performance. We will later cover two optimization 
strategies being randomized grid search and evolutionary optimization. These 
optimization strategies focus on finding a robust set of hyperparameters in a search 
space, which is too large to be fully explored. 
We can see the various hyperparameters used in optimization by performing a trace 
of how random forest models are trained. First, we start with a feature set P described in 
equations (1 and 2). In equation (1), F represents a transaction that contains some 
amount k of individual features. Below n is the number of elements in the dataset, and k 
is the number of features. y is defined as the class of each value element in 𝑃 for financial 
fraud y hold 0 or 1 to represent if the transaction is fraudulent or not. 
𝐹 = (𝑓1,𝑓2, … 𝑓𝑘)                                                             (1) 
𝑃 = (𝐹1, 𝐹2, … 𝐹𝑛)                                                            (2) 
With a dataset P, we can train a random forest; this is done by creating decision trees. To 




Feature randomness allows for trees in the forest to be uncorrelated, increasing the 
accuracy of the forest. In (3), creating a subsection S of F in P will be described. 
For some m max features with each 𝑠𝑖 by selected randomly without replacement from 
the K features. Below m is the number of features used in each split, and K is the feature 
list. 
S = (𝑠1 ∊ K, 𝑠2 ∊ K, …, 𝑠𝑚 ∊ K) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚 ≤ 𝐾 
𝐹′ = (𝑓𝑠1, 𝑓𝑠2, … , 𝑓𝑠𝑚) 
     𝑃′ = (𝐹1
′, 𝐹2
′ … 𝐹𝑛
′)   (3) 
The features inside 𝑃′ will be used to split the dataset into two separate branches. The 
decision tree will compare each feature in 𝑃′ to determine which splits the data best. 
There are two widely used processes for finding which feature should be used to separate 
the dataset. We will be using entropy, which seeks to reduce the node's entropy or 
disorder created by splitting the data. Entropy is minimized, with its lowest state being 
when all values within a node at the same class produce an entropy of 0. The process of 
finding the entropy score for each possible split is described below; the entropy equation 
can be found in (4) and (5). 
For each 𝑓𝑠 ∊ 𝐹
′ create a list of possible split locations 𝑋 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, … 𝑥𝑛−1) with  
𝑥 ≤ max (𝑃′𝐹′𝑓𝑠) and 𝑥 ≥ min (𝑃
′
𝐹′𝑓𝑠
). For each value in 𝑥𝑖 ∊  X, find the elements in 𝑃
′ 
with feature 𝑓𝑠 ≥ 𝑥𝑖  and store them in 𝐺, next store all values not included in G within 𝐿, 




and 𝐿0 and store the values with class value 1 in 𝐺1and 𝐿1. We can now find the entropy 
of the two-child nodes created by preforming a split at 𝑥𝑖.  












                                                    (4) 
The entropy of the child node of dataset L is given by 












                                                    (5) 
The best split for a feature 𝐹𝑓𝑠 will be determined by repeating (4) and (5) for each value 
in X. We now use 𝑒𝐺 and 𝑒𝐿 to find the total entropy loss from the split using (6) and 
storing it in 𝑒𝑡. 
𝑒𝑡 = 𝑒𝐺 ∗
|𝐺|
|𝑃|
 + 𝑒𝐿 ∗
|𝐿|
|𝑃|
                                                                    (6) 
 The lowest value of 𝑒𝑡 found after looking through all values in X will be the entropy for 
the given feature 𝑓𝑠. This process is repeated for all feature in 𝐹
′ until the feature which 
produces the lowest possible entropy is found. This feature will split the dataset if it is 
lower than its parent node's entropy. Optimization comes into play here as additional 
conditions can be placed on if a split should be accepted. Conditions such as the minimum 
number of elements allowed on a child node can stop a tree from splitting. Another 
parameter is the minimum number of elements on a leaf node. These parameters can 





3.2) Principle Component Analysis for feature 
construction 
The principal component analysis algorithm is a feature reduction technique that 
is unsupervised. PCA focuses on projecting data from multiple features onto a new axis in 
a way that maximizes variance. PCA is excellent for condensing many invaluable features 
into a few new features. PCA will preserve information from multiple features giving a 
PCA feature value by magnifying many bad features into one useful feature. PCA adds 
value by eliminating useless features; random forest already does well at ignoring useless 
features. Thus, the new feature can be added to the feature set as a random forest 
already handles the unnecessary features well. These additional features allow the 
random forest to make classification using information from more than one feature 
simultaneously. Creating a new one-dimensional feature containing information from 
multiple sources features random forest's linear separations that can utilize information 










Model Evaluation and Dataset 
Financial fraud datasets can be challenging to find due to the confidential nature 
of financial transactions. Often synthetic financial datasets are created to address this 
problem, which attempts to be analogous to real data. A synthetic dataset created Paysim 
mobile money simulator [14] was used in this study. The Paysim dataset contains 
approximately 6,300,000 transactions and nine features with 8,213 fraudulent 
transactions making the class imbalance 99.87% nonfraudulent to .13% fraudulent. The 
Paysim dataset was created by training an ai agent on real financial data then having that 
agent simulate transactions over 30 simulated days. The high-class imbalance in the 
Paysim dataset mirrors the imbalance in real financial data providing an excellent 
challenge to test our approaches against. 
Due to the high-class imbalance found in our dataset model, evaluation can not 
be done using accuracy. If the model simply predicted every transaction as not fraudulent, 
it would have an accuracy of 99.87%. For this reason, it was necessary to use recall, 
precision, and f-score to evaluate model performance. These evaluators are biased to the 
positive class, and so the model is evaluated on how accurately it can identify fraud. 
Equations (7), (8), and (9) show how precision, recall, and f-score are calculated. F-score 




increased together. A model with a precision of .8 and a recall of .8 will have a higher f-




                                     (7) 
𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =  
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒+𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
                                          (8) 
𝑓𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =  
2∗𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
                                                         (9) 
    
 Optimization of models can come with the risk of overfitting to the training 
dataset. The random forest was chosen to be used in this study because it is resistant to 
overfitting. Cross-validation is used to avoid overfitting during the optimization process 
of the precision stratified random forest assembly. Cross-validation is executed by using 
different sections of the training set as the test set over several iterations. A model must 
perform well using multiple training and testing datasets, which will make a model 









Chapter V  
Optimization of the Random Forest Algorithm  
By following the random forest trace in chapter 3, we can see that a decision tree 
will select its best possible move until entropy can no longer be reduced by finding a new 
split. We can make the final decision tree vastly different from one from a model 
containing no optimization by controlling the hyperparameters. The effects of changing 
the maximum depth, minimum samples per split, and minimum samples on each leaf are 
not independent. Interdependent parameters mean that the search space for the most 
optimum parameters is extensive, requiring a guided search. 
 Two optimization methods were used in the study a randomized grid search and 
evolutionary optimization. Randomized grid search takes the search space shown in table 
1 and selects random assortments of parameters. The parameters are then used to build 
a random forest using cross-validation. After each model has been trained, its 
performance will be compared to a fitness function. Three fitness functions of maximum 
f-score, maximum precision, and maximum recall were used. Each produced vastly 
different models with fraudulent class recalls from 59% to 98% and a range of precision 






Parameters                          Values 
Bootstrap True False     
Criterion Gini Entropy     
max depth 10 15 20 30 40 50 
Max features Auto Sqrt     
Min sample leaf 1 2 4 8   
Min samples per 
split 
2 5 10    
Forest size  10 15 20 30 40  
Table 1, The search space of randomized grid search 
The evolutionary approach uses a larger search space representing max depth, 
minimum sample per split, minimum samples per leaf, and forest size as binary strings. 
This approach allowed for faster optimization with higher confidence. Evolutionary 
optimization starts with a population of randomly generated feature sets. A random 
forest is created using each feature set and then tested against its fitness function. The 
top half of the population will survive to the next generation. The other half will be 
replaced with new, randomly generated feature sets. The nodes in the population then 
crossover information creating slightly different offspring for the next test. Finally, at a 
probability of 2% each for each bit in a binary feature string, there will be a chance the bit 




sets of parameters. Evolutionary results did not produce a substantial increase in model 
accuracy, but it did converge quicker. A comparison between the two approaches will be 
shown below in table 2. 
 Maximum 
precision 
Maximum recall Maximum f1 score 
Randomized grid 
search 
.980 .956 .881 
Evolutionary algorithm .960 .990 .883 
Table 2, Randomized grid search compared to evolutionary optimization 
 We can see in table 2 the performance of a randomized grid search, and the 
evolutionary algorithm is comparable. The evolutionary algorithm was more efficient due 
to it being a guided approach. The evolutionary algorithm was also able to search a large 
search space that could impact the optimization's performance in some datasets. Ideally, 
the whole search space could be explored, so multiple iterations were done until the best 
results could be found. The optimization process was done using cross-validation to 








Precision Stratified Random Forest Assembly 
6.1) Assembly Approach Compared to Single Model 
Approach 
The traditional single model approach focuses on creating a single balanced model 
utilizing f-score or roc curves. A single model approach allows for most but not all 
fraudulent transactions to be caught. Transactions have different tiers of risk-based on 
the nature of the transaction. This risk is displaying in an assembly approach as identifying 
transactions with varying levels of precision. If we look at two examples, the first being a 
low-risk transaction that could be fraudulent. A low-risk transaction could be a person 
using their credit card in a different geographical location than where they usually use it. 
This transaction could indicate that their card has been stolen, and so this transaction 
should be investigated. A high-risk transaction could be all the money in a person's 
account being withdrawn to an account they do not own. These two scenarios would call 
for different responses. The low-risk example may only be fraudulent 5% of the time, 
whereas the high-risk example might be fraud 99%. When using a single model, the low-




transactions can be identified. By creating multiple models, these transactions can be 
separated and treated with different levels of response. These low-risk transactions might 
require only a call from the bank to verify the transaction, while the high-risk transaction 
needs to be frozen before it goes through.  
6.2) Assembly Creation 
To create a precision stratified random forest, three models M1, M2, and M3, are 
made, maximizing precision, recall, and f1 score, respectively. Each model is optimized 
using the strategy discussed in chapter 2, with 50 models being created in each 
optimization. The three-models created had the following results in isolation displayed in 
tables 3, 4, and 5. Table 3 shows the model trained for maximum precision; it achieves a 
precision of .98. M1's high precision comes at the cost of having a recall of .59, resulting 
in a low f1 score. The frauds detected in this model will make up the first tier of our model, 
allowing us to separate 59% of the dataset into a model tier with a precision of 98%.  
 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1,397,356 22 
1  731 1,056 
Table 3, Model M1 optimized for maximum precision 
Table 4 shows the result of M2, which was optimized to maximize the f-score. This 




compared to M1 to make our second tier of fraud classifications. We will see later that 
there is nearly 100% crossover between these two models. Crossover says that only four 
transactions were found in M1, which were not detected by M2. High crossover is 
essential; the tiers would not be valid if the higher precision tiers could not identify the 
transaction in lower precision tiers. The observation that this crossover does exist means 
that some transactions can more confidently be identified as fraud.  
 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1,397,316 62 
1  322 1,465 
Table 4, model M2 optimized for maximum F1-score 
Table 5 shows the results of M3, which was optimized to maximize recall. M3 achieves a 
recall of 95.6%; this is 8% higher than what could be found by M2 meaning. This 8% of 
frauds would not be identified in a traditional random forest because the loss in precision 
would too large to validate, including them in the model. M2 only identified three frauds 
that were not included in M3. As a result, we can separate the transactions identified M2 
from M3, allowing these transactions' precision not to be pulled down by the 8% of low 
precision fraud in M3. Identifying these additional frauds is important as these 
transactions should still be investigated further despite only a 4.2% chance that a tier 3 





 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1,391,915 5,463 
1  83 1,704 
Table 5, model M3 optimized for maximum recall 
We can see that there is a wide range of results under different optimization strategies. 
To utilizes models M1, M2, and M3 in an assembly model, we need to establish if lower-
level models always found transactions identified in high precision models. To do this, we 
need to satisfy equation (10) to ensure that a higher precision model finds all fraud found 
in a lower precision model. 
𝑀1(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝) ∩ 𝑀2(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝) = 𝑀1(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝)                                    (10) 
We must also ensure that equation (10) is satisfied and equation (11), then we can 
separate frauds found in a higher tier model from the frauds found in a low tier model. 
 𝑀2(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝) ∩ 𝑀3(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝) = 𝑀2(𝑡𝑝, 𝑓𝑝)                                   (11) 










Include in tier 1 
but not in tier 2 
Transactions 
not exclusive to 
M2 
Transactions 
only found in 
M2 
True Fraud     
0  12 1397314 52 
1  4 1370 413 
Table 6, Results of M2 – M1 
We can see in figure 5 that four fraudulent transactions were correctly identified by M1 
that could not be found in M2. We can also see that 12 transactions that were not 
fraudulent were correctly identified by M1, which M2 could not identify. These 
misidentified transactions resulted in a small error resulting in only four transactions that 
will be included in tier 1, which cannot truly be shown to be of high precision. In the fifth 
column, we see the transactions predicted fraud found only in M2 these transactions 
make up our second tier of frauds. We can see that these transactions have lower 
precision than transactions found in M1. By performing this separation, transactions in 
tier 1 have a precision of 98%, while transactions in tier 2 have 88% precision. If these two 
tiers had not been separated, then the 1056 fraud in tier one would have only been 
identified at a precision of 96%.  
 Tier three is created by comparing M3 with M2 in the manner described in 




M3 to determine what M3 found which had not been seen in M2. Figure 6 details this 




Include in tier 3 
but not in tier 2 
Transactions 
not exclusive to 
M3 
Frauds only 
found in M3 
True Fraud     
0  2 1397314 5403 
1  3 1542 242 
Table 7, Results of M3 – M2 
 We can observe that M3 is much more likely to identify a transaction as fraudulent 
falsely. M3 incorrectly classified 5403 transactions as frauds, which were not classified as 
frauds in M2. This high false-positive rate is advantageous because higher precision 
classifications are separated away from M3. The final tier classifications identified an 
additional 242 fraud, which was not included in M1 or M2. 
6.3) results of the precision stratified random forest 
Tier 1 and 2 account for 1,469 or 82.8% of the true positives in the test dataset; 
the transactions in Tiers 1 and 2 are not affected by the false positives in M3. Using an 
assembly approach allows us to identify fraudulent transactions, which are normal 
ignored to maintain high precision. M3 identifies an additional 242 frauds increasing the 




random forest assembly allows for an extra 13% of frauds to found at a precision of 4.2%. 
This precision is significant in a dataset with only .13% of transactions being fraudulent; 
4.2% precision greatly increases our ability to identify frauds. Table 8 will show the 
precision and recall at each tier of classification. An f-score optimized random forest has 







Tier 1 1056 .59 .98 
Tier 2 413 .828 .88 
Tier 3 242 .957 .042 
Table 8, precision and recall at each tier of precision stratified random forest assembly  
 Utilizing the information provided by the precision stratified random forest 
assembly, differing response levels can be taken depending upon the risk posed by a 
transaction. A transaction found in the first tier likely requires immediate action due to 
the high likelihood of fraud. On the other hand, the transactions found in tier 3 might just 
require a warning to be sent on to a client asking if the transaction was them. Separation 
of precision can be useful in some situations, for example, if it can sometimes indicate a 
credit card is used out of town or on a strange purchase. The client might not want their 
purchase to block every time they leave town while also wanting protection if their card 
is stolen. Knowing the level of confidence of a transaction being fraudulent allows for 
better responses to potential frauds. Figure 1 shows the process of data being separated 





 Figure 1, filtering of fraudulent transactions using a tiered model 
 
 
1056 Frauds (22 FP)
413 Frauds (52 FP)







PCA embedded Random Forest (RF-PCA) 
7.1) Architecture of RF-PCA 
PCA and Random Forest are combined through to the creation of a PCA model 
within each tree. The internal PCA model is trained during the random forest training 
phase. This model then remains assigned to its tree and is used to transform the test data. 
Although PCA is unsupervised and could be trained on test data, it is not. Not retraining 
the PCA model ensures the forest features have been trained on are the same as the test 
set features. The new PCA features contain information from more than one feature 
allowing for new patterns to be classified. These new features also create a less correlated 
forest as each tree has new and unique features. Uncorrelated trees have been shown to 
increase the accuracy of the random forest [10]. Below in figure 2 is the training 
architecture for the RF-PCA. Decision trees are created in the same way they are made in 
a traditional random forest described in chapter 2. The RF-PCA is unique in the way new 
features are created and stored. Creating new features using the entire dataset was not 
successful resulted in a higher precision but overall lower f-score. The precision was 
increased while the recall was substantially less than from an f-score optimized model. 





 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1396252 353 
1  235 1625 
Table 9, The f-score optimized model tested using original data. 
 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1396438 167 
1  702 1158 
Table 10, Three PCA generated features added to the dataset before training. 
 We can see from 9 and 10 that PCA features did add information to the model but 
ultimately inhibited the model recall. The RF-PCA was made to ensure that the new PCA 
features did not increase the correlation between trees. In Table 10, the features m used 
to create new PCA features are randomly selected. The number of original features used 
to create our PCA features was optimized to find the best solution. Utilizing feature 
randomness in creating PCA features allows each tree to be making classification on 
unique patterns. Feature randomness resulted in a marginal increase in performance over 









7.2) Results of RF-PCA 
RF-PCA was tested by optimizing both the standard random forest and RF-PCA and 
optimized using a randomized grid search and an evolutionary algorithm. These two 
approaches were primarily the same, with maximum f1 scores of .881 and .883 using a 
traditional random forest. Using two optimization strategies adds confidence that an 
optimal parameter set is found. RF-PCA was able to produce an f1-score of .895, showing 
a 1.2% increase in performance. Our increased performance is small but does show the 
potential of RF-PCA. RF-PCA models were consistently more accurate. Through giving 
each tree its own unique PCA feature, new information was able to reveal to the model 
without creating a bias towards the new features. When PCA features were extracted 
from the entire feature set and given to every tree, precision increased while the overall 
f1 score went down. The increased precision shows that some useful patterns were being 
overshadowed by the new PCA features resulting in a low recall. Using RF-PCA, the forest 
became less uncorrelated because each tree was trained on slightly different datasets, 
resulting in increased recall and precision. Figure 3 compares the performance of each 
model created in the optimization of RF-PCA and the standard random forest. RF-PCA has 
a higher variability and, on average, a lower performance but demonstrates a higher 
maximum performance. The variability of RF-PCA's performance makes it essential to 
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Table 11, The results of the best model in the optimization of 50 models 
 
Figure 3, optimization of 50 models using PCA-RF and traditional RF. 
 Due to the two models' close performances, the parameters used to create the 
highest performance RF-PCA model were used with a regular random forest model. The 
results of this test are shown in Tables 12 and 13. This test was done using a new random 
sample of fraud transactions. We can see below in Tables 12 and 13 that the performance 
using the best feature set was nearly the same, with RF-PCA having a higher precision and 
the standard approach having a higher recall. For this reason, RF-PCA is best suited for 



















f-score of RF-PCA compared to Traditional 
Random Forest




 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1,397,904 119 
1  274 1621 
Table 12, RF-PCA tested using the best-found parameters.  
 Predicted Fraud 0 1 
True Fraud    
0  1,397,904 141 
1  254 1641 
Table 13, Standard random forest tested using best RF-PCA parameters. 
Twenty new models were optimized and compared based on precision scores 
shown in figure 4. We can see that RF-PCA consistently produces higher precision when 
compared to a standard random forest. This high precision could be useful when creating 
the precision stratified random forest presented in chapter 6. RF-PCA provided an option 
for models with favor high precision over high recall; this can be useful when using the 


































Precision of RF-PCA compared to Traditional Random Forest






In this paper, two novel approaches were presented to increase classification 
accuracy for imbalanced financial datasets. The precision stratified random forest 
produced a 13% higher recall while more accurately assessing classification precision. The 
increase in recall represents a significant increase over the performance of a standard 
random forest. The assembly process used was able to show lower precision models 
almost always found transactions that were found by higher precision models. This 
information allowed for creating an assembly that could separate high precision 
transactions from low precision transactions. Utilizing this approach could protect many 
consumers from financial fraud while also providing the information necessary to make 
an appropriate response to potential fraud.  
PCA-RF provides a new architecture for random forest focused on allowing the 
random forest algorithm to detect patterns found between interdepended features. The 
most considerable advantage to the RF-PCA is its consistently high precision, which comes 
at a tradeoff to recall. PCA-RF has potential problems as its average model did not 
outperform a traditional random forest during the optimization process. We have shown 
that depending on the number of features used in making new PCA features, the overall 




requires optimization and will be different for every dataset, but PCA-RF did outperform 
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